
From: Karthik Navayan
To: Karthik Navayan; Karthik Navayan; tonavayan@gmail.com
Subject: Fw: Request for Up gradation of my position to Programme Officer
Date: 20 June 2013 14:08:49
Attachments: Request for Up grada.eml.msg

----- Original Message ------
From: "Karthik Navayan" <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org>
Sent: Tue Sep 25 05:03:25 BST 2012
To: "Raghu P" <Raghu.P@actionaid.org>
Subject: Request for Up gradation of my position to Programme Officer

Dear Raghu

Good morning!

I have joined in our organisation on 15th April 2012. Thank you for giving
an opportunity to work with ActionAid. This is my dream job.

As a programme person, now I am looking after 3 projects. 2 NF projects,
PSI- Fellowships project, DREAM And 1 LRP - ASDS. Apart from these I
am also looking after a study on the socio economic condition of Muslims
by Sauhard Manch (Peace and Justice Khub- ActionAid) with two fellows
and another fellow will be adding under Democratisation Khub. I am really
learning and gaining knowledge while working with you and our
colleagues in ActionAid. I would like to learn and contribute more towards
our work for the poor and for the human rights

This mail is a formal request for up gradation of my position from field
officer to programme officer. In the person power analysis circulated by
Vijay Naugain it was mentioned that the field officer position will be
upgraded. And I thank you for your positive response on my oral request
to peruse this matter after completion of my probation. That really
encouraged and motivated me. And At the time of induction, I also met
Sehjo and Vijay Naugain and requested their support for up gradation of
my position. They too responded positively.

I will be completing my probation of 6 months by 15th October 2012. In
another 20 days. I really need your feedback on my work and need
required suggestions to fill gaps in my work. also need your support to
learn and grow further.

Though It is not relevant, not a criteria for, but I would like to put before
you that I am only the bread winner of my family. Up gradation of my
position to programme officer will really helpful to me to take care of
some important economic requirements of my family and to concentrate
more on my work.

This is humble request you to consider and do the needful for up
gradation of my position from field officer to programme officer. I will
work hard to meet the expectation of our organisation and our region.
Please encourage me.

Regards
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Dear Raghu





Good morning!





I have joined in our organisation on 15th April 2012. Thank you for giving an opportunity to work with ActionAid. This is my dream job.





As a programme person, now I am looking after 3 projects. 2 NF projects, PSI- Fellowships project, DREAM And 1 LRP - ASDS. Apart from these I am also looking after a study on the socio economic condition of Muslims by Sauhard Manch (Peace and Justice Khub- ActionAid) with two fellows and another fellow will be adding under Democratisation Khub. I am really learning and gaining knowledge while working with you and our colleagues in ActionAid. I would like to learn and contribute more towards our work for the poor and for the human rights





This mail is a formal request for up gradation of my position from field officer to programme officer. In the person power analysis circulated by Vijay Naugain it was mentioned that the field officer position will be upgraded. And I thank you for your positive response on my oral request to peruse this matter after completion of my probation. That really encouraged and motivated me. And At the time of induction, I also met Sehjo and Vijay Naugain and requested their support for up gradation of my position. They too responded positively.





I will be completing my probation of 6 months by 15th October 2012.  In another 20 days. I really need your feedback on my work and need required suggestions to fill gaps in my work. also need your support to learn and grow further.





Though It is not relevant, not a criteria for, but I would like to put before you that I am only the bread winner of my family. Up gradation of my position to programme officer will really helpful to me to take care of some important economic requirements of my family and to concentrate more on my work.





This is humble request you to consider and do the needful for up gradation of my position from field officer to programme officer. I will work hard to meet the expectation of our organisation and our region. Please encourage me.





Regards





B.Karthik Navayan, Action Aid- Hyderabad, Mobile +91 9346677007


Indians today are governed by two different ideologies. Their political ideal set in the preamble of the Constitution affirms a life of liberty, equality and fraternity. Their social ideal embodied in their religion denies them - Dr B.R.Ambedkar
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